economic
The classical aim of collectivism is the placing of
all production and distribution under control of the
plished of his plan. This is usually about SO per cent, to
90 per cent., and the assessments are notably honest. The
workers in each department are organized as a team or
brigade, and each holds frequent meetings to discuss its own
work and the policy of the institute."
This disgusting comedy was, of course, only a pretence
kept up for the satisfaction of official requirements; on my
various visits to scientific institutions in the U.S S.R. I never
heard it mentioned except in contemptuous jokes; yet the
procedure is reaffirmed m J. D. Bernal's Social Functions
of Science, by Ruhemann m the Appendix (p. 447). The
political atmosphere of this attempt to subject science to
the orders of the authorities is characterized for the year
1930 by S. and B. Webb (I.e., p. 553) as foUows : " This
much-discussed prosecution of Professor Ramzm and his
colleagues inaugurated a veritable reign of terror against
the intelligentsia. Nobody regarded himself as beyond
suspicion. Men and women lived in daily dread of arrest.
Thousands were sent on administrative exile to distant parts
of the country. Evidence was not necessary. The title of
engineer served as sufficient condemnation. The jails were
filled. ..." Meanwhile " the strengthening of the dic-
tatorship in philosophy " by the imposition of dialectical
materialism (J. G. Crowther, Manchester Guardian, 19th
March, 1935) proceeded apace. Recent evidence of the
type of ideological lip service by winch eminent scientists
were forced to propitiate the authorities was published by
Professor A. V. Hill (New Statesman, 17th February, 1940)
from the Astronomical Journal of the Soviet Union, December
1938:—
" (1) Modern bourgeois cosmogony is in a state of deep
ideological confusion resulting from its refusal to accept
the only true dialectic-materialistic concept, namely, the
infinity of the universe with respect to space as well as time.
" (2) The hostile work of the agents of Fascism, who at
one time managed to penetrate to leading positions in
certain astronomical and other institutions as well as m the
press, has led to revolting propaganda of counter-revolution-
ary bourgeois ideology in the literature "... and so on.
At the outbreak of the present war a considerable number
of scientists were kept imprisoned m the U.S.S.R. Though
no mention of this is made in Marxist literature, it is in-
voluntarily revealed in a footnote on p. 371 of the Modern
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